"ESNA-TAB" IS AN INNOVATORY VENDING MACHINE, NON-REFRIGERATED, WITH EXTREMELY COMPACT DIMENSIONS EVEN THOUGH IT OFFERS A REMARKABLE CAPACITY. THE FRONT DOOR OF THE MACHINE, PROVIDED WITH A CUSTOMIZED SERIGRAPHY, IS EQUIPPED WITH A 10.1" TABLET THAT ALLOWS TO SELECT THE PRODUCTS AND VIEW THE RELEVANT INFORMATION. THE USER INTERFACE IS CARRIED OUT BY A TOUCH SCREEN ON THE MACHINE FRONT. WHEN THE MACHINE IS NOT USED BY CUSTOMERS, THE TABLET SHOWS VIDEO INFORMATION OR ADVERTISING, TO BE PROGRAMMED BY THE OPERATOR.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OFFERED BY THE MACHINE

THANKS TO THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE MACHINE, DEVELOPED ACCORDING TO THE MOST UPDATED ELECTRONICS & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, WE WISH TO POINT OUT SOME OF THE MOST OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES OFFERED:

- USE OF THE TOUCH SCREEN AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM.
- TELEMETRY BY CLOUD CONNECTION WILL ALLOW YOU TO NOTICE THE PRODUCT STOCKS AND UPDATES.
- THE REMOVABLE MACHINE SHELVES WILL ALLOW YOU TO DISPENSE PRODUCTS THAT MAY BE DIFFERENT ACCORDING TO THE SEASON.
- REMOTE INVENTORIES TO PLAN THE MACHINE REFILLING IN THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY.
- REMOTE STATISTICS OF THE BEST SELLING PRODUCTS AND PROMOTION OF NEW PRODUCTS, NOT YET KNOWN ON THE MARKET, WITHOUT ANY UNWANTED INVENTORIES.
- UPDATED CRITERIA OF LOW POWER CONSUMPTION.
THE PRODUCTS, DISPENSED LATERALLY, ARE PLACED ON MOTOR-DRIVEN SPIRALS THAT CAN BE POSITIONED AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS. THE MACHINE CAN BE FIXED TO WALL OR ON THE FLOOR THROUGH A SPECIAL STAND.

**STANDARD CONFIGURATION:** 10 SHELVES, 115 PRODUCTS APPROX. ON REQUEST, DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS.
- MAX. CAPACITY: 12 SHELVES.
- FRONT DOOR IN POLYCARBONATE, BURGLAR-RESISTANT
- 10.1" TABLET.
- LATERAL DISPENSING COMPARTMENT WITH ANTI-INTRUSION SYSTEM.
- MICROPROCESSOR ELECTRONIC BOARD.
- PAYMENT SYSTEMS, ON REQUEST: COIN ACCEPTOR, CHANGE GIVER, BILL READER, CASHLESS SYSTEMS (MDB PROTOCOL).

- POWER SUPPLY: 230V 50Hz
- RATED POWER: 10 W
- DIMENSIONS: 740x1750x215 mm (WxHxD)
- WEIGHT: 52 kg (WITHOUT STAND: 37 KG)

**OPTION:** LIGHTING OF PRODUCT DISPLAY COMPARTMENT.

**VENDING MACHINE MODEL “ESNA-Tab”**

**MAIN FEATURES OF THE MACHINE:**
- PROVIDED WITH A 10.1” TABLET
- CUSTOMIZABLE DISPLAY PRODUCTS
- ADVANCED INFORMATION FOR EACH PRODUCT, I.E. INGREDIENTS, MANUFACTURER DATA AND QR CODE.
- BANNER CAPABILITY DURING SAVE-SCREEN
- ADVANCED USER INTERFACE EFFECTS
- SELECTABLE USER LANGUAGE

**CONNECTIVITY PROVIDED BY 3G / 4G / WiFi:**
- REMOTE TELEMETRY BY CLOUD CONNECTION
- REMOTE MANAGEMENT, I.E. PRODUCT STOCKS, PRODUCT UPDATES
- DOWNLOADABLE BANNERS

**HTTP WEB INTERFACE MANAGEMENT FOR TELEMETRY, VENDING STATISTICS, CUSTOMIZATION BY WEB INTERFACE.**